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Abstract
By now, there are many hints from string theory that collective excitations of solitonic objects can be
described by effective low energy theories. The entropy of general rotating black holes in five dimensions
may be interpreted as an indication that, it derives from two independent microscopic contributions
and each of these may be attributed to a gas of strings [1]. In the present work, we consider a charged
black hole in five dimensional Einstein Gauss Bonnet gravity. In spite of presenting the thermodynamic
quantities’ product as summation/ subtraction of two independent integers, our motive is to check
whether the product of the same quantity for event horizon and Cauchy horizon is free of mass, i.e.,
global, or not. We derive the thermodynamic products of characteristic parameters to mark which are
global. We further interpret the stability of the black holes by computing the specific heat for both
horizons. Stable and unstable phases of horizons are pointed out. The phase transitions with respect
to the charge in nature of specific heat are also observed. All these calculation might be helpful to
understand the microscopic nature of such black holes.
Keywords : Black hole physics; Thermodynamics; Thermodynamic processes, equation of state; Relativity and
gravitation.
1 Introduction
For a black hole (BH hereafter) if mass is the only characteristic parameter, we get the event horizon. Crossing
through this event horizon shows swapping of the role of temparal and spatial co-ordinates. It’s a singular region
around the r = 0 singularity. This will not let any information to come outside from inside.
But except the mass whenever we introduce other parameters the scenario changes. Say, for Reissner Nordstro¨m
BH, if the charge of the BH is less than its mass(measured in geometric units G = c = 1), then two horizons exist.
Between the two horizons, space acts like a waterfall, falling faster than the speed of light.
Using Boyer-Lindquist co-ordinates for Kerr metric, we see when r = 0 and θ = pi
2
(i.e., r2 + a2sin2θ = 0) we
get singularities. It gives
1− 2m
r
+
a2
r2
= 0⇒ r = r± ≡ m±
√
m2 − a2.
From outer layer to inner layer we see, one by one, different general relativistic backgrounds :
(i) Outer ergosurface (r+E = m+
√
m2 − a2cos2θ)
(ii) Ergoregion
(iii) Outer event horizon (r+ = m+
√
m2 − a2)
(iv) Inner event horizon (r− = m−
√
m2 − a2)
(v) Inner ergossurface (r−E = m−
√
m2 − a2cos2θ)
Now, General Relativity(GR hereafter) admits well posed initial value problem. If we provide some initial data
on the spacelike hyper- surface, say S, the solution to the Einstein equation is uniquely determined everywhere
within the domain of dependence D(S) of S. There are several examples of space times for which D(S) is unable
to cover the total manifold M . This emplies that even if we provide a suitable initial data on S, GR is unable to
forecast the evolution of spacetime beyond D(S) in these cases. The boundary of D(S) denoted by H(S), is known
as Cauchy Horizon(CH hereafter). This horizon is acting as a barrier line of two regions : one, where GR is able
to predict the evolution and second, where predictability of the field equations is lost. For a BH we say the second
large horizon to be the Cauchy horizon. Infinite proper time compression effect will make the journey from event
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horizon to CH unstable. The casual past i.e., the set of all source points from which time like curves are coming to
CH, contains the entire universe external to the concerned BH. So any observer who is approaching to the CH, few
moments before he crosses the CH, sees the entire history of external universe to flash infront of eyes.
Besides all the physical understandings of CH, there is a broad mathematical view of it. Since 1990’s, a consistent
picture of a classically stable CH [2] in BH− de Sitter space time has emerged. Both linear studies and non-linear
back reaction calculation indicate that the CH is stable. In other reference like [3], based on the idea of infinite
time compression effects, it was suggested that CH will always be stable. The assumption of this work agreed that
stability persists for only a finite though non-zero measure of the parameter space (M,Q, J,Λ) of the BH, infringing
on the very spirit of the strong cosmic censorship hypothesis.
Current analysis of BH thermodynamics requires to trust on the universal symmetry arguments that follow from
the analysis of 3D gravity in AdS space time [4].
The microscopic degrees of freedom of the BH are described in terms of those of a conformal field theory -
without gravity - living in the boundary. This construction gave the inner (A−) and outer (A+) Killing horizons of
BHs obeying the product formula
A+A−
(8piG3)2
= NR −NL ,
where NR and NL are number of right and left moving excitations of the 2D conformal field theory. Generalizing
for any asymptotically flat BH in d - spacetime dimensions [5],
A+A−
(8piGd)2
∈ Z , the set of integers .
In a nut shell, this says the product of areas is independent of BH mass and solely depends on the quantized charges.
This suggestive general relation for BHs encouraged purely gravitational investigation of the product of area of BHs
[6]. For Kerr-Newman BH area - product is been investigated [7].
Contrary to the outer horizon thermodynamics, it is not very clear where the inner - horizon has any relevance
for a statistical accounting of the BH entropy. First law for the inner horizon is schematically
− dM = T− dA−
4G5
− (Ω−dJ + φ−EdQ+ φ−mdq) . (1)
The reference [8] has studied the above relation for Kerr BHs and references [9] studied the same for more generalized
BH. For the sake of comparison the first law for the outer horizon is
dM = T+
dA+
4G5
+ (Ω+dJ + φ+EdQ+ φ
+
mdq). (2)
The minus signs in (1) are due to the Killing horizon vector field being spacelike inside the BH event horizon.
Keeping similarity to the negative energies within ergosphere, negative energy (−M) is assigned to the inner horizon
as well. For the perturbatively unstable nature of the inner horizon one may follow [10, 11]. If someone considers
a number of different higher curvature modifications of the Einstein Hilbert action, the entropy will not generally
be proportional to horizon area and the product relations for the horizon areas and entropies will no longer be
equivalent. According to [12], BH entropy can be viewed as a Noether charge, it might be more natural to except
that the entropy product formula, rather than the product of the areas would be the correct generalization for
modification to Einstein gravity. There exist(s) such references like [13], where considering the holding of entropy
product formula as a ‘success’, a try to find ‘failures’ has been taken, i.e., where the product of the horizon entropy
depends on the mass. For such ‘failures’ Smarr relation is modified. Though there is no obvious relation between
the horizon entropy products and Smarr relations, but for these failing cases both are drastically modified by the
presence of higher curvature terms
Our motivation is to check the thermodynamic products for some higher dimentional modified gravities. Einstein
Gauss Bonnet gravity is a modification of the Einstein Hilbert action to include the Gauss Bonnet term
RGB = R
2 − 4RµνRµν +RµνγδRµνγδ. (3)
Here R, Rµν and Rµνγδ are, respectively, the Ricci scalar, the Ricci tensor and the Riemann tensor of M .
The action of the Einstein GaussBonnet(EGB hereafter) Gravity in 5 dimensional space time (M, gij) can be
written as [15] (Taking 8piG = c = 1 as unit)
S =
1
2
∫
M
d5x
√−g[R+ αRGB + Lmatter], (4)
2
α is the coupling constant of the GB term having dimension (length)2(α ≥ 0).
Lmatter = FµνF
µν is the matter Lagrangian where Fµν = δµAν − δνAµ is the electromagnetic tensor field, Aµ
is the vector potential. The gravitational and electromagnetic field equations obtained by varying the action (i.e.,
δS = 0) with respect to gµν and Fµν are
Gµν = T
EM
µν + T
GB
µν (5)
and
∇µFµν = 0, (6)
where, Tµν = αHµν , where Hµν is the Lovelock tensor given by,
Hµν = 2[RRµν − 2RλνRλν − 2RγδRµγνδ +Rαβγµ Rναβγ ]−
1
2
gµνRGB (7)
and Tµν = 2F
λ
µFλν
1
2
FλσF
λσgµν is the electromagnetic stress tensor.
The Gauss Bonnet Lagrangian RGB is only non-trivial in (4+1)D or greater, and as such, only applies to extra
dimensional models. In (3 + 1)D and lower it reduces to a topological surface term.
We now proceed to solve the field equations (5) for the five-dimensional static spherically symmetric space time
with the line element
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ23 (8)
where dΩ23 is the metric of a 3D hyper surface with the constant curvature 6K having an explicit form
dΩ23 =


dθ21 + sin
2θ1(dθ
2
2 + sin
2θ2dθ
2
3), (K= 1)
dθ21 + sin
2θ1(dθ
2
2 + sinh
2θ2dθ
2
3), (K= -1)
α−1dx2 +
∑2
i=1 dφ
2
i , (K=0)
(9)
where the coordinate x has the dimension of length while the angular coordinates (θ1, θ2, θ3) and (φ1, θ2) are dimen-
sionless, with ranges θ1, θ2 : [0, pi] θ3, φ1, φ2 : [0, 2pi].
If we assume that there exists a charge q at r = 0 (note that q is a point charge for K = ±1 and is the charge
density of a line charge for K = 0), then the vector potential may be chosen to be Aµ = φ(r)δ
0
µ. Now using the
Maxwell equation (6), the differential equation for φ(r) becomes
r
d2φ
dr2
+ 3
dφ
dr
= 0⇒ φ(r) = − q
2r2
, (10)
where the Gauss law has been used to determine the integration constant. Now the metric function for EGB gravity,
say fEGB(r) can be obtained by solving the field equations (5) as [16]
fEGB(r) = K +
r2
4α
[
1±
√
1 +
8α(M + 2α|K|)
r4
− 8αq
2
3r6
]
. (11)
For the black hole solution (11) in GB theory, the horizons correspond to fEGB(r) and we obtain
rh/c =
1
2
[√
M +
2q√
3
±
√
M − 2q√
3
]
, (12)
where this h sign corresponds to event horizon (rh) and the c sign corresponds to Cauchy horizon (rc).This is to be
followed that the radii of horizons are independent of the coupling parameter α.
EGB gravity is the most simple non-trivial example of Lovelock gravity. We want to investigate the thermody-
namic product of a BH lying in EGB gravity. In the next parts of this letter we will calculate different thermodynamic
products and analyse the stability of such BHs. At the end we will conclude what we have done.
2 Thermodynamic Product Analysis for EGB BH with classical Area-
Entropy Relation
Product of the radii of the event horizon and CH is
rhrc =
q√
3
, (13)
3
which is a BH mass free global quantity. The surface area of the event horizon is given by
Ah/c = r
3
h/c
∫ pi
θ=0
∫ pi
φ=0
∫ 2pi
ϕ=0
sin2θ sinφ dθ dφ dϕ = 2pi2r3h/c. (14)
So,
AhAc = 4pi
2r3hr
3
c =
4
3
√
3
pi4q3.
Again this is another mass free global quantity. Now, the entropy will take the form [17]
Sh/c =
KBAh/c
4Gh¯
=
KB
2Gh¯
pi2r3h/c. (15)
Now, setting our units such a way that we have KBpi
2
2Gh¯ = 1,entropy becomes
Sh/c = r
3
h/c =
1
8
[√
M +
2q√
3
±
√
M − 2q√
3
]3
⇒ ShSc = r3hr3c =
q3
3
√
3
. (16)
The temperature of the BH is given by
Th/c =
∂M
∂Sh/c
=
1
∂Sh/c
∂rh/c
∂rh/c
∂M
= ±4
3
√
M2 − 4q2
3
r3h/c
and we have , (17)
ThTc = − 16√
3q3
(
M2 − 4q
2
3
)
. (18)
So this is depending on mass of BH and hence is not a global property. The free energy will take the form
Fh/c =M − Th/cSh/c = M ∓
4
3
√
M2 − 4q
2
3
⇒ FhFc = 1
27
(64q2 − 21M2). (19)
This, like temperature is not a global property. Now proceeding towards heat capacity, we find
Ch/c = Th/c
∂Sh/c
∂Th/c
=
∂M
∂Sh/c
∂Sh/c
∂Th/c
=
∂M
∂Th/c
=
1
∂Th/c
∂M
=
3r3h/c
√
M2 − 4q2
3
16
(
±2M − 3
√
M2 − 4q2
3
) . (20)
So the product is
ChCc =
√
3q3
(
M2 − 4q2
3
)
256 (5M2 − 12q2) ,
which is depending upon the mass M of the BH again and is not a global property.
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Fig 1a represent the variation of specific heat(Ch) for event horizon with respect to M and q.
Fig 1b represent the variation of specific heat(Ch) for event horizon with respect to M for charge q = ±1.
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In Fig. 1a, we observe that for small charge and small mass of BHs we get Ch negative i.e., unstable BHs. Now
keeping q constant if we increase M , BHs remain unstable. But increment of |q| gives us a stable at very begining
which after passing through a second order phase transition become unstable.
Now we will analyse Fig. 1b where the specific heat for event horizon(Ch) is plotted with respect to the mass(M)
for charge q = ±1. In Fig. 1b when the mass, M , is small, the specific heat for event horizon is positive but if we
increase the M , Ch become negative through a second order phase transition and remains same for large value of M
i.e., initially for small value of M , BHs are stable but if we increase tha value of M BHs become unstable through
a second order phase transition and remains unstable.
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Fig. 2a represent the variation of specific heat(Cc) for CH with respect to M and q.
Fig. 2b− c represent the variation of specific heat(Cc) for CH with respect to mass M for charge
q = 1,−1 respectively .
Now we will analyse Fig. 2a where the specific heat(Cc) for CH is plotted with respect to the M and here the
variation with respect to the charge q has also been taken. We should notice in Fig. 2a the fact that for positive
charge Cc is negative and for negative charge this is positive.
Here in Fig. 2b the general trend of Cc vsM curve for q = 1 is primarily strictly decreasing and slowly increasing
latter. If we increaseM gradually, Cc is a decreasing function at first then after reaching a local minima it increases.
Here overall the sign of the Cc is negative.
According to Fig. 2c, for q = −1, the general trend of Cc vs M is primarily increasing and slowly decreasing
latter. In Fig. 2c the value of Cc remains always negative, i.e., the part of BH surrounded by CH is always unstable.
Here if we increase M gradually, Cc is a increasing function at first then after reaching a local maxima it decreases.
If M = ± 2q√
3
, even temperature and Cc for both event horizon and CH will become independent of mass.
3 Discussion
In existing literatures [18], it was already found that Modified gravity BHs are thermodynamically unstable on a
long run specially when they are large. The same result is established here. But the space time confined within event
horizon is stable when radius of event horizon is small. Latter a second order phase transition makes them unstable.
However, as we stated this is not a new statement in the study of Modified gravity BH thermodynamics. But if
we follow the space time confined inside CH, this is unstable if BH is positively charged and there is a possibility
to have ever stable part confined in CH if this is negatively charged. This case is not symmetric with q(we mean
symmetric with q = 0 plane). Rather these are 180◦ rotational image of each other. This some how says positively
charged part inside CH is turbulent more than the negatively charged one. About the thermodynamic product part,
the entropy(i.e., the area) of EGB BHs are global.
It is a characteristic property of string models that the entropy is the sum of contributions from left and right
moving excitations of the string. The BH geometry exhibits an analogous structure. Standard thermodynamic
variables which are defined at the outer event horizons, are mirrored by an independent set of thermodynamic
variables, defined at the inner event horizon[19]. Again from (16) it is to be followed for integral/ rational values of
q, Sh × Sc can not be represented as sum/ subtraction of two integers. If we were able to do so, we could have say
that the terms, sum of which is Sh×Sc, are contributions from left and right moving modes. This again could have
been treated as a notification towards a weak interaction of these two kind of modes. As we are considering five
dimensions, our entropy is the third order of the radii. This makes it irrational. Here we can say that the interaction
is not weak.
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